In the key step of bacterial bioluminescence a long chain aldehyde is oxidized to the corresponding fatty acid, with the concomitant generation of an excited state. This oxidation is carried out by a flavin-C(4a)-hydroperoxide, possibly over a flavin-C(4a)-peroxyhemiacetal [1, 2] . The mechanism of the key step, the generation of the excited emitter, is still unclear. None of the several previous proposals, including a "Baeyer-Villiger" oxidation, or a dissociative electron transfer mediated by a cysteine sulfhydril, were satisfactory [3, 4] . As introduced in the preceding review article [5], the recently proposed CIEEL mechanism (Chemically I·nitiated Electron Exchange Luminescence) [6] merits careful consideration. In preliminary ~experiments [7, 8] aiming at its verification, we attempted a correlation of the rate of emission decay with the redox potential of flavins, substituted at various ring positions.
The rather poor correlation obtained was, however, attributed to specific effects induced by the flavin modification, e.g. alteration of protein-flavin interactions. It has been shown, using FMN analogues carrying various substituents at position C (8) , that these are recognized by luciferase, and are competent in bioluminescence, suggesting that this position is "free", Le. exposed to solvents [9, 10] that modifications restricted conserve intact flavin-protei prejudice the catalytic event.
An important assumption needs the CIEEL mechanism according correlation with the redox pote , ,
Correlation of log k/k o with the substituent parameters 0' in a Harnmett-type plotl The FMN derivate #3 is "iso-FMN" (6,7-dimethyl-8-demthyl-FMN). The slope corresponds to a value of -0.8 for the rate parameter r.
Conclusions
Linear free energy relationsh studied for electron transfer a inorganic and organic system mechanistic conclusions [17] . O compatible with Schuster's CIEE of luminescent reactions. In t group a had values ~0.3. Accor Bronsted values of 0.5 < a < confidence to reflect the "int for a one electron transfer pr according to Hammett also usin this case the correlation is gen the type of effect (M-or I-e derived for. When the M-and averaged (0+) a value r~-1.7 ca the data reviewed by Jaffe [15 typical for processes involving Wells [16] points out that radic O±l, and indeed a value r photohalogenation of substituted process. It should be pointed ~~r value r~-0.8 with that of remarkable. We would like to st course, might be coincidental chemical systems which might b reaction are not available, th for a radical mechanism. On the mechanism would predict the re increasing redox potential of
